










A Look at the Educational Opportunities Program from the Inside
[Transcript]

By Diane Williams ‘72
[1969]

On July 1st, 1968, six students arrived on Muhlenberg Campus to take part in the
Educational Opportunities Pilot Program. All of them were quite apprehensive about
what might lay ahead for them. They were brothers and sisters in blackness trodding up
a “no-man's land.”

For Muhlenberg College, this was a big gamble. It was the first step forward seeking a
racial balance fundamental to the educational experience. Everyone involved in the
initial stages of the program kept their fingers crossed and hoped for the best.

George Gibbs, Director of Admissions, did his part, which might be considered the
toughest of all. He had to find six black students capable of performing the academic
work, and willing to come to Muhlenberg, a college about which they had most likely
never heard.

At first, it was thought that these students should be ones who would not academically
be able to attend any college. Later, it was decided that anyone who was unable to do
college work elsewhere would be an unwise choice for Muhlenberg.

After many tedious interviews, which took place in various eastern cities, the students
were chosen. They were: Archie Frazier and Eddie Battle from Philadelphia, Diane
Williams, Barbara Bowens, Rodrick Rhymer, and James Hudson from New York.

All the students were from the ghetto areas of their respective cities. For them leaving
for college involved much more than simply leaving behind family and friends. They
were to become, in almost every sense of the word, “foreign students.”

They were to spend seven weeks at Muhlenberg in the summer in preparation for the
summer [semester]. Dr. George Lee, director of the Program, was to be the instructor in
sociology. Mr. Roland Dedekind taught math and Mr. Griffith Dudding taught English. In
order to destroy any  bad reading habits, and to improve comprehension, Dr. Theodore
Maiser worked with them in the Reading Clinic.  A professor from another college was
also brought in to teach a course in speech.



With individualized attention, each student was able to overcome, to some degree,
basic academic problems which he had struggled with throughout high school. Three
tutors, all Muhlenberg students, were assigned to help them with any problems not dealt
with in the classroom.

At the end of the seven-week period each student was assigned a course load on the
basis of their performance. Some of them took two courses and some of them took as
many as four. All of them went away with a better understanding of their own
weaknesses and a better idea of what college was all about.

But the real test lay ahead of them. The summer had involved only interactions among
students and tutors. In the fall they were to be outnumbered by a white majority, most of
which had excelled as scholars in far better schools than they.

The first semester was to prove itself an often times vexing experience. Everyone was
on their guard, watching for the first evidence of prejudice. It came in many forms. Most
often it appeared as a strained overindulgence on the part [of] a few students. At times
when their [sic] was a reason at all to look for it, there was a great deal of distrust.

As everyone settled down to hit the books, many of the students were plagued with
inter-racial conflicts with room-mates. (None of the black students were allowed to room
together) At first the only thing for them to do was to make frequent trips home to
“recharge their batteries.”

To them everything that was soulful was at home. There was no place in Allentown
where they could even get a decent plate of “soul food.” The students talked differently
and danced differently.

As many of the problems ironed themselves out – some of the students found that they
were overpowered by academic troubles. Therefore each was assigned a tutor for each
course in which he had difficulty in passing. With their help, some were at least able to
get a passing grade, while others failed the course.

This summer [1969], the EOP program was expanded in order to admit ten more
blacks. Some of the students who were already in the program, stayed to help the
incoming students. They were able to point out through past experience some of the pit
falls which young blacks are likely to fall into when confronted by the  reality of living
and being educated in a white institution. Hopefully, our (the second year black
students) loss will be their gain.



Looking back at some of the failures of the EOP, some people may say that it is of no
use to continue it. Many will say that it should never have even started in the first place.
Realizing the inferior education which most blacks have been and still are receiving,
programs such as this are the only way to rectify educational injustices.

To say that only those black students who would meet the regular college admissions
requirements could attend Muhlenberg would be easy. But it would be the passive
perpetuation of continued racism.

Not even the most idealistic person can expect a program such as this to be a total
success. There may be numerous failures. But those who do excell [sic] will do so with
pride. To them to program is a means towards the beginning of an end.
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